Release #129 created the ability for Qatar students to add non-U.S. bank accounts through SIO

New users are encouraged to review the S3 QuickStart Guide and the Web Tutorial section for basic instructions.

Release Highlights

Cross Cutting
- Created the ability for Qatar students to add non-U.S. bank accounts through SIO

Admission
- Added the new TOEFL Essential scores to the types of scores that can be viewed while reviewing lists of applicants

Registrar
- Modified a process for the Registrar’s staff to able to update a semester record on a student after the degree has already been certified without it inserting a duplicate degree
- Made minor modifications on the new Upload Advisor Assignments screen

Coming in the Next Six Months...
- The ability for Students Accounts staff to view Qatar students’ non-U.S. bank accounts in S3
- The ability for students to have more than one academic affiliation
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Chris Nolin, Director of Enrollment Systems – 412.268.8137, cnolin@andrew.cmu.edu